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Abstract

In last few decades, there has been a wide demand of wireless sensor net-
works (WSNs) in extensive mission critical applications such as monitoring,
industrial control, military, health and many more. The larger demand of
WSN in mission critical applications makes it more prone towards malicious
users who are trying to invade. These security assaults worsen the perform-
ance of WSN in large extent in terms of energy consumption, throughput,
and delay. Therefore, it is necessary to save the WSN from these attacks. The
major aim of researchers working on WSN security is to enhance the perform-
ance of WSN in presence of these attacks. The major concentration of this
paper is to model the behaviour of different kinds of jamming attacks using
activity modelling and to find countermeasure against it. Jamming attack is
the one of the ruinous invasion which blocks the channel by introducing larger
amount of noise packets in a network. The activity modelling of jamming
attack gives the perfect understanding of its accomplishment on WSN and it
is useful to develop the security countermeasure against the attack.

This paper also gives the survey of different countermeasures of WSN and
proposes the new countermeasure on jamming attack. The paper suggests the
Threshold based Jamming Countermeasure (TJC) on reactive jamming attack
which detects the jamming in network and save the network against reactive
jamming attack. The implementation of proposed mechanism in different
realistic conditions shows that TJC saves the network in case of reactive
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jamming attack with increased traffic and number of malicious nodes in a
network. The paper simulate the TJC by considering the realistic scenarios
which shows the adaptability of the algorithm in change traffic interval and
mobility among the normal and malicious nodes.

Keywords: Wireless sensor networks (WSNs), activity modelling, security
attacks, jamming attacks, media access control (MAC).

1 Introduction

The research in WSN is growing in large perspective to offer the wide variety
of application domains. The WSN consist of the large number of nodes which
sends the sensed information to the central base station (BS) [1]. The WSN
node suffers from large energy constraint because of its limited battery power.
The major requirement to achieve quality of service (QoS) in WSN is to
reduce energy consumption with minimum delay and maximum throughput.
These performance requirements of WSN are largely affected by security
attacks which happen at various layers of WSN.

The main objective of this paper is to model the jamming attack [2, 3]
which is one of the denials of service attack [4] which blocks the channel by
introducing malicious traffic. WSN is vastly invaded by the different kinds
of jamming attacks at each layer. The paper mainly concentrates on jam-
ming attacks which occur at physical and medium access control (MAC)
layer. Here, it is more effective and destructive because these layers are
mainly responsible for allocating the resources. The different kind of active
and reactive jamming attack effects on WSN constraints based behaviour,
by increasing the energy consumption with increased delay and decreased
throughput. These are very important performance parameter for deciding
QoS of WSN. The different kinds of jamming attacks are constant jamming,
deceptive jamming, random jamming and reactive jamming. All these jam-
ming attacks are modelled to understand the basic sequence of activities
during their occurrences in the network. The author uses unified modelling
language (UML) [5] based activity modelling approaches for modelling the
behaviour of various jamming attacks. Activity modelling models the be-
haviour by considering different states and shows the various conditions,
message transmission between the states. It is one of the useful ways to un-
derstand the intelligent behaviour of jamming attack. The activity modelling
also gives the understanding of required security solution for reducing the
effect of attack on WSN performance.
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The second objective is to analyse the different countermeasures on
jamming attack. The literature survey shows that most of the solutions on
jamming attack are hardware based which are quite expensive to implement
and modify. The survey suggests that software based algorithm, which is quite
efficient and cost effective way to stop the invasion of jamming attack. The
researcher on jamming attack security did a major work for detecting the
jamming attack and to reduce the effect of it on QoS of WSN by using some
defensive strategies [6]. The defensive strategies can be useful to develop
the efficient security model for Internet of Things (IoT) [7]. The task of
making defensive strategies will be easier and efficient if we have the full
understanding of behaviour of these attacks.

The last objective is to derive the efficient defence mechanism against
jamming attack by understanding the behaviour of attacks and different avail-
able countermeasures. In this paper we propose a new countermeasure against
reactive jamming, namely TJC. The TJC algorithm allows the attack into the
network and starts its defensive mechanism once it detects the assaults in a
network. It uses threshold based mechanism to detect the attack and to cure it.
Here, every node maintains some send threshold value and it compares cur-
rent transmission with threshold periodically. If it goes beyond that threshold,
it understands that an attack has happened and then it applies defensive
mechanism. It first detects the jamming node, then informs all neighbouring
node about jammer node and change all paths coming from jammed node,
i.e. it will put the jammer node out of network. The paper also simulates
the TJC algorithm using Network Simulator (NS)-2 by considering realistic
conditions. The simulation results show that TJC perform in better manner in
existence of reactive jamming attack. It demonstrates good performance of
TJC by varying traffic interval and number of malicious nodes in network.
The major advantage of TJC is that its defensive mechanism supports with
increased number of jamming nodes in a network.

The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 de-
scribes the different kinds of jamming attacks with activity modelling of
constant jamming, deceptive jamming, random jamming and reactive jam-
ming. Section 3 explains the various countermeasures on jamming detection
and prevention. It also surveys widely used defensive mechanisms. Section 4
proposes the jamming countermeasure on reactive jamming attack based on
threshold consideration. Section 5 describes the simulation environment for
the TJC algorithm and also discusses the various results obtain in presence
of reactive jamming. It also shows the comparative discussion of proposed
algorithm. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper with future work.
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2 Proposed Activity Modelling of Jamming Attack

The activity modelling explains the functional view of a system by describing
or representing logical processes, or functions. Here, each logical process
is represented as a sequence of tasks and the decisions that govern when
and how they are performed. Activity modelling is one of the UML repres-
entations for giving functional view of any processes or tasks [5, 8]. UML
is designed to support the description of behaviours that depends upon the
results of internal processes. The flow in an activity diagram is driven by the
completion of an action. The activity diagram is useful tool to understand
the basic flow of security attacks. The next part of this section explains the
activity modelling of four different kind of jamming attacks, i.e.

• Constant Jamming Attack
• Deceptive Jamming Attack
• Random Jamming Attack
• Reactive Jamming Attack

2.1 Constant Jamming Attack

Figure 1 shows the activity modelling of constant jamming attack. It gives
insight of different activities that takes place during the execution of attack
on a network. The sequences of activities are as follows:

• The attacker initiates the constant jamming attack. If attack is successful
then node in a network will behave like a constant jammer and start to
jam the network, otherwise node will do its regular activity.

• The normal node detects some event and tries to send the data to another
node or destination. It checks for availability of channel, if channel is
available then it will send data on the channel and send it towards the
destination. If channel is not available then it will check for channel
repeatedly after some particular interval.

• The jammer node generates the random data after some particular time
interval and it will try to send the random data without following MAC
rules i.e. without checking for channel.

• The random data generated from the jammer node may collide with data
coming from normal node and it jams the whole traffic in the network
by increasing the collision in network. The severity of constant jamming
will be more if the interval between the random generations of data is
too small.
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Figure 1 Activity modelling of constant jamming attack.
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2.2 Deceptive Jamming Attack

Figure 2 shows the flow of activities in case of deceptive jamming attack.
In case of deceptive jamming, attacker will take whole charge of channel
by making the channel busy. The different activities that happen during
accomplishment of attack are as follows:

• The external attacker initiates the deceptive jamming attack on node in a
network. If attack is successful the normal node will act like a deceptive
jammer otherwise it will behave like a normal node.

• The normal node generates the data and tries to send the data towards
the destination by checking the availability of channel.

• The jammer node generates the data packets continuously without keep-
ing any time gap between the two packets. This continuous generation
of packets put the channel in busy state for long time.

• The busy state of channel because of deceptive jamming keeps other
normal node to be in receiving state. This behaviour of deceptive jam-
ming increases the energy consumption, delay and decreases the total
throughput of the network.

2.3 Random Jamming Attack

Figure 3 shows the different activities that takes place during the execution
of random jamming attack. The random jamming attack is kind of intelligent
attack where the jamming node thinks for saving of its own energy. Therefore,
it works in two modes, i.e. the jamming mode and the sleep mode. The details
of execution of attack are as follows:

• If attack is successful, then the external attacker will initiate the attack
by converting the normal node into jamming node.

• If channel is available, the normal node detects some event and tries to
send the data packet towards another node or destination. The sender
node checks for channel availability every time whenever it has data to
send.

• The jammer node here works in two modes to save its energy and to last
its effect for long time. In jamming mode it make channel busy either
by continuously generating packet like deceptive jamming or generate
random data after some specified interval without following MAC rules
like constant jamming.

• The continuous block of channel by jammer node place the normal node
in receive state for long time.
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Figure 2 Activity modelling of deceptive jamming attack.

• The normal node changes its receiving state or can get the availability for
some time whenever jammer node can go to sleep state. This behaviour
of attack introduces the longer amount of delay in the transmission of
data from the node.

2.4 Reactive Jamming Attack

Figure 4 shows the activity modelling of reactive jamming. It shows the exe-
cution steps of nodes in a network in case of reactive jamming. The steps are
as follows:
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Figure 3 Activity modelling of random jamming attack.

• The reactive jamming attack is initiated by attacking on normal node, if
it is successful then node will act like a reactive jammer, otherwise the
normal node does its designated operations.

• The main feature of the attack is that it activates when other node in a
network are busy to send data or if the channel is busy.

• Here, the normal node tries to send data towards the concern destination
by checking the availability of channel and send the data on channel.

• The jammer node check for the channel if channel is ideal it will go
to quiet state where it do nothing, else if channel is busy the jammer
will activate and generate the noise packet continuously which results in
collision in the network.

• The reactive jammer activate when the channel is busy. Therefore, it is
very difficult to detect and reduce the effect of channel on performance
of network.
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Figure 4 Activity modelling of reactive jamming attack.

3 Related Work on Countermeasures of Jamming Attacks

The security countermeasures against jamming attacks are mainly classified
into [2]:

• Detection techniques.
• Proactive countermeasures.
• Reactive countermeasures.
• Mobile agent-based countermeasures.

Detection technique: The purpose of detection technique is to instantly detect
jamming attacks. The approaches of these category cannot cope up with jam-
ming alone; they can significantly enhance jamming protection only when
used in conjunction with other countermeasures by providing valuable data.
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Proactive countermeasures: The role of proactive countermeasures is to
make the WSN immune to jamming attacks rather than reactively respond to
such incidents. Proactive countermeasures can be classified in software i.e.
algorithms for the detection of jamming or encryption of transmitted packets
and combined software-hardware countermeasures.

Reactive countermeasures: The main characteristic of reactive counter-
measures is that they enable reaction only upon the incident of a jamming
attack, sensed by the WSN nodes. Reactive countermeasures can be further
classified into software and combined software-hardware.

Mobile-agent based countermeasures: This class of anti-jamming approaches
enables Mobile Agents (MAs) to enhance the survivability of WSNs. The
term MA refers to an autonomous program with the ability to move from
host to host and act on behalf of users towards the completion of an assigned
task.

The survey in Table 1 shows the different countermeasures against jam-
ming attack. The table compares all the countermeasures according to the
type of technique, mechanism used, its energy efficiency, and implement-
ation cost. The survey gives a varying concluding remark on each kind of
countermeasure.

The detection techniques are less efficient according to total energy and
implementation cost. Most of the detection technique cannot cope up with
jamming attack individually; they require the support of some other coun-
termeasures to work efficiently. The next kind of proactive mechanisms are
better than the detection techniques by providing immunity solution to WSN
against jamming attack. The proactive countermeasures are mainly classi-
fied into proactive software countermeasures and proactive software plus
hardware countermeasures. The survey shows that proactive software coun-
termeasure techniques are more efficient than other used techniques because
they use some algorithm to defence from jamming instead of allowing the
jamming. The proactive countermeasures are efficient solution for active
jamming attack such as constant jamming, deceptive jamming and random
jamming. The main disadvantage of proactive hardware plus software coun-
termeasure is requirement of hardware, which increases its implementation
cost.

The reactive countermeasure technique shows good performance than
proactive one in case of reactive jamming attack. Reactive countermeasure
allows the jamming in a network and react immediately after the detection of
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Table 1 Survey of jamming attack countermeasures.
Countermeasures Type of

technique
Mechanism Energy ef-

ficiency
Implemen-
tation
cost

The feasibility of launch-
ing and detecting jam-
ming attacks in WSNs [9]

Detection
technique

It detects the jamming using
signal strength or location in-
formation.

Low Low

Radio interference detec-
tion protocol (RID) [10]

Detection
technique

It uses the interference cal-
culation method and informa-
tion shared by the node.

Medium High

Energy-efficient link-
layer jamming attacks
against WSN MAC
protocols [11]

Proactive
software

These techniques are mainly
embedded inside the MAC
to save from jamming ef-
fect. The techniques like high
duty cycle, shorter data pack-
ets, encryption of link layer
packet, TDMA protocol, and
transmission in randomized
interval are used to save from
jamming.

Medium Very low

Defeating energy-efficient
jamming [12]

Proactive
software

It used frame masking, fre-
quency hopping, and packet
fragmentation with redundant
encoding.

High Medium

Hemes II nodes [13] Proactive
hardware
and
software

It is special kind of node
which uses hybrid FHSS-
DSSS technique.

Medium High

A jammed-area mapping
service for sensor net-
works [14]

Reactive
software

It detects the jamming by
mapping the jam area.

Low Medium

Channel surfing and spa-
tial retreat [15]

Reactive
hardware
and
software

It uses adaptive channel surf-
ing techniques and spatial re-
treat mechanism.

High High

Wormhole-based anti-
jamming techniques in
sensor networks [16]

Reactive
hardware
and
software

It uses mechanisms like wired
pair nodes, frequency hop-
ping pairs with uncoordinated
channel hopping.

Medium High

Jamming attack detection
and countermeasures in
WSN using ant system
[17]

Mobile
agent

It used ant algorithm based
mobility agent method.

Low Medium

An algorithm for data fu-
sion and jamming avoid-
ance on WSNs [18]

Mobile
agent

It used data fusion mechan-
ism to reduce the effect of
jamming and trying to avoid
permanently.

Low Medium

Optimal jamming attacks
and network defence
policies in wireless sensor
networks [19]

Proactive
software

Detect the jamming by ana-
lysing the percentage of colli-
sion and reduce the jamming
effect by reducing the colli-
sion.

Low Medium
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jamming. They are also classified into reactive software and reactive software
plus hardware countermeasures. Here, also reactive software approaches are
much cost efficient and energy efficient than reactive hardware plus soft-
ware countermeasures. The paper mainly concentrates on the software based
reactive countermeasure against reactive jamming attack.

The last type of jamming countermeasure is mobile agent based counter-
measures. It uses mobile agent who moves host to host to detect the jamming
and to do the consigned task of counter measuring against jamming attack.
The major disadvantage of this technique is its increase requirement of mo-
bile agent in network, which effects in decreasing efficiency and increase in
implementation cost and complexity.

4 Proposed Countermeasure on Reactive Jamming Attack

4.1 Network and Attacker Assumptions

• Network consists of n sensor nodes and one base station (BS).
• All nodes are connected together via bidirectional links.
• The nodes are equipped with synchronized clock, omni-directional an-

tenna and two-ray ground propagation model. Each node is equipped
with same capabilities.

• Nodes may communicate directly using single-hop communication or it
may communicate using multi-hop communication.

• The nodes are distributed randomly in a network.
• Each sensor node periodically sends a message to the BS.
• The attack can be launch on any node in the network.
• The type of jamming attack assumed is reactive jamming attack, which

will be activated when the jammer detects the activity on any node in the
network.

• The jammer node is equipped same like a normal sensor node but with
capability to generate random jamming signal (random messages).

4.2 Working Mechanism of Proposed Attack

In this paper we propose the threshold based jamming countermeasure (TJC).
The key idea of algorithm is to enhance the performance of WSN in presence
of reactive jamming attack and to save the WSN from harsh effects of re-
active jamming. The algorithm saves the WSN by keeping some threshold
at every node. The algorithm achieved it by introducing sending threshold
which describe the maximum capabilities of node to send data.
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The TJC algorithm works in two phases. The first phase in the threshold
based jamming countermeasure is to decide the data sending threshold value
of each node. The data sending threshold value is decided at BS side. Here,
the BS has capabilities to count and maintain the record of the number of
times data send from each node in WSN. Each node is sending the data
towards the BS after regular interval, based on amount of data received from
particular node per second during normal situation; BS decides the data send-
ing threshold value of each node. BS will maintain the number of average
send coming from each node as a sending threshold value.

In the second phase, algorithm will perform the check based on sending
threshold value. Here, each node maintains the three states normal state, sus-
picious state and attacker state. The nodes in normal state are non-attacker
node, suspicious state nodes are likely to be an attacker and attacker state
nodes are jamming node that started to destroy the network. Initially all nodes
are in normal state. The nodes are sending their information to BS either
through one-hop or multi-hop way. If the BS is getting more data than expec-
ted, i.e. more than the consigned threshold value from the particular source
node, then it is changing the state of node as suspicious state. The algorithm
will do the path analysis for the suspicious state node; if the suspicious source
node is the direct one-hop source then detection of attacker is easy just by
doing one-hop path analysis. If the suspicious node is at multi-hop distance
from BS then during path analysis phase, algorithm will check for individual
node on path for its number of packet transmitted per second. If the number of
packets generated by the nodes is more than the average send then that node is
considered to be a jammer node and algorithm will make its state as jamming
state. Once the jammer node will be detected then algorithm will remove the
jammer node outside the path by changing the path through jamming node
and also informed to the other neighbouring node to the network that, they
have jammer node in neighbour. The detail flow of TJC algorithm is as shown
in Figure 5.

5 Simulation of TJC Algorithm and Result Discussion

5.1 Implementation Details

The implementation of all attack is performed by using discrete event sim-
ulator NS-2. The parameters set during simulations are shown in Table 2.
The idle power, receiving power, transmission power and sleep power are
considered according to IEEE 802.15.4 radio model [20].
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Figure 5 Flow of TJC algorithm.

The simulations are performed in two different conditions. The different
conditions are:

• WSN with reactive jamming attack
• WSN with reactive jamming attack with TJC countermeasure
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The simulation of jamming attacks is done under following considerations:

• The simulation is performed by varying traffic interval, which is useful
to measure the performance of attack and its countermeasures under
various traffic conditions. The traffic interval varies from 1 to 10 s. The
1s traffic interval is consider as fast traffic and 10 s traffic interval is
consider as slow traffic. These simulations consider number of malicious
nodes in network or nodes under attack is one.

• The second set of simulation is performed by varying number of mali-
cious nodes in the network. The number of malicious nodes in network
considered is 1, 2, 4, 8 and 16. The traffic interval considers under this
simulation is 1 s which is considered to be fast traffic in network. These
set of simulations will be useful to analyse the effect of attack and its
countermeasures by increasing the destructive entities in a network.

• The third set of simulation is performed by considering some realistic
situations where each node is not transmitting information at same time
and traffic interval consider is random traffic interval which varies in
between 1 to 10 s randomly.

• The last set of simulation is performed by adding random mobility to
all nodes in the network. The simulation considers the random traffic
interval which varies in between 1 to 10 s randomly. The mobility speed
consider here varies from 1 to 25 km/hr. This set of simulations gives
the more realistic behaviour of the algorithm by considering random
mobility and traffic interval.

5.2 Discussion of Results

5.2.1 Performance by varying traffic interval
Figures 6–8 show the measurement of average energy consumption, delay
and throughput by varying the traffic interval respectively. The graphs show
that the proposed algorithm TJC improves the energy consumption, delay,
and throughput under reactive jamming attack conditions. The algorithm de-
tects the jamming attack by analysing the network and reduces the effect of
jamming attack by separating the jamming node from the network.

The energy consumption shown in Figure 6 is less after applying TJC
algorithm than in the normal reactive jamming situation. The major reason
for enhancing the energy efficiency in TJC is detection of reactive jammer
and to place it out of the network. It will help to save the energy consumption
happen due to reactive jamming attack.
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Table 2 Simulation and node parameters.
Parameter Name Setting Used
Network interface type Wireless physical: 802.15.4
Radio propagation model Two-ray ground
Antenna Omni-directional antenna
Channel type Wireless channel
Link layer Link layer (LL)
Interface queue Priority queue
Buffer size of IFq 50
MAC 802.15.4
Routing protocol Ad-hoc routing
Energy model Energy model
Initial energy (initialEnergy ) 100 J
Idle power (idlePower ) 31 mW
Receiving power (rxPower ) 35 mW
Transmission power (txPower ) 31 mW
Sleep power (sleepPower ) 15 μW
Number of nodes 100
Node placement Random
Number of simulation runs 50

Figure 7 shows that the delay after applying TJC in a WSN is less than
reactive jamming situation because TJC detects the jamming node in network
and stop it by keeping it out of the network. The removal of jamming node
helps to remove jam on channel, which gives the availability of channel to
each node and helps in reduction of delay in case of TJC. In reactive jamming
situation, which make channel busy for long time and incur a large waiting
time for each node. The busy state of channel also effects on to the throughput
of the network, which is improved after applying TJC algorithm as shown in
Figure 8.

5.2.2 Performance by Varying Number of Malicious Nodes
Figures 9–11 describe the average energy consumption, delay, and throughput
by changing the number of jamming nodes in the network. The number of
jamming nodes in network increases from 1 to 16. The figures show that
TJC algorithm improves performance against reactive jamming as the number
of jamming nodes in network is increasing. The increasing number of jam-
ming nodes in network gives more realistic analysis and adaptivity of TJC if
amount of jamming is increasing in the network. The TJC shows efficiency by
detecting the multiple jamming on the single path, which shows its perfection
to cure the attack.
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Figure 6 Average energy consumption vs. interval.

Figure 7 Delay vs. interval.

Figure 9 shows the average energy consumption by varying number of
malicious nodes in a network, which shows TJC outperforms as number of
malicious nodes is increasing. The major reason of energy saving in case
of TJC is its jamming detection mechanism which helps to reduce the en-
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Figure 8 Throughput vs. interval.

ergy consumption due to jamming node and also helps to reduce the energy
consumption due to active state of large number of nodes in WSN without
sending any data to destination. The detection mechanism of TJC also helps
to reduce delay and enhance throughput as shown in Figures 10 and 11. TJC
reduce the delay by reducing the channel waiting time and increase through-
put by giving quick channel availability to nodes in presence of reactive
jamming.

5.2.3 Performance of TJC in Realistic Conditions
Figures 12–14 show the performance of TJC in more realistic situations such
as by keeping random interval between the data packets and by transmitting
data at different time instead of sending data at same time from each node.
The realistic situation gives the more insight picture of performance of TJC
in presence of reactive jamming attack. Figure 12 shows the average energy
consumption of reactive jamming with and without TJC algorithm by varying
number of malicious nodes. It shows that energy efficiency improves after
applying TJC in realistic situations too because of technique it uses. The
technique used by TJC helps to reduce delay and enhances the throughput
as shown in Figures 13 and 14 respectively. The major reason of performance
improvement in TJC is because of efficient channel availability compared to
reactive jamming.
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Figure 9 Average energy consumption vs. number of malicious nodes.

5.2.4 Performance of TJC by Considering Mobility
Figures 15–17 show the measurement of average-energy consumption, delay,
and throughput respectively by varying the number of malicious nodes in the
network. The result shown gives a more truthful support to the presented work
because the measurement considers the random mobility among the nodes
with random traffic interval. The mobility include in simulation consider the
random waypoint mobility model [21]. The mobility scenario helps to check
the adaptability of the concern countermeasure in presence of mobility among
normal and malicious nodes.

The figures show that as the number of malicious nodes increases in the
network, the average-energy consumption and delays also increase with it.
The major reason of introducing higher energy consumption and delay is
mobility. The mobility among the nodes will take more time to calculate the
threshold values for each node, require more energy to scan the path and
to detect the location of malicious and neighbouring nodes among it. These
reasons lead to increase in energy consumption and delay, they also effects on
to the reduction of throughput by increasing the time of jamming detection.
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Figure 10 Delay vs. number of malicious nodes.

Figure 11 Throughput vs. number of malicious nodes.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

The activity modelling of different jamming attack on WSN provides the
functional view of activities executed during accomplishment of the jamming
attack. This knowledge is useful tool for the development of efficient security
mechanism against jamming attacks. In this paper we also give a survey of
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Figure 12 Average energy consumption vs. number of malicious nodes.

Figure 13 Average delays vs. number of malicious nodes.

existing countermeasures and proposes the countermeasure against reactive
jamming attack. The paper proposes TJC countermeasure which shows good
performance against reactive jamming attack with varying traffic interval and
number of malicious nodes in a network. The proposed TJC algorithm is
also tested by considering more realistic conditions where each node is not
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Figure 14 Throughput vs. number of malicious nodes.

Figure 15 Average energy consumption vs. number of malicious nodes.

transmitting in particular time interval but nodes are transmitting at different
time instance. The results under different conditions show that TJC is good
solution against reactive jamming attack. The simulation of algorithm by con-
sidering mobility shows TJC adaptability with changing position of nodes in
the network.
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Figure 16 Average delays vs. number of malicious nodes.

Figure 17 Average throughput vs. number of malicious nodes.

In future research will concentrate on finding a more efficient solution
against other kind of jamming attacks by considering the mobility effects.
The proposed TJC algorithm can also be extended for cluster based network
by distributing task of threshold calculation among the cluster heads (CHs) to
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save the network from normal reactive jamming and intelligent CH reactive
jamming.
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